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Abstract
We consider the problem of cardinality penalized optimization of a convex func-
tion over the probability simplex with additional convex constraints. The classical
`1 regularizer fails to promote sparsity on the probability simplex since `1 norm
on the probability simplex is trivially constant. We propose a direct relaxation of
the minimum cardinality problem and show that it can be efficiently solved using
convex programming. As a first application we consider recovering a sparse prob-
ability measure given moment constraints, in which our formulation becomes lin-
ear programming, hence can be solved very efficiently. A sufficient condition for
exact recovery of the minimum cardinality solution is derived for arbitrary affine
constraints. We then develop a penalized version for the noisy setting which can
be solved using second order cone programs. The proposed method outperforms
known rescaling heuristics based on `1 norm. As a second application we consider
convex clustering using a sparse Gaussian mixture and compare our results with
the well known soft k-means algorithm.
1 Introduction
We consider optimization problems of the following form,
p∗ = min
x∈C, 1T x=1, x≥0
f(x) + λcard(x)
where f is a convex function, C is a convex set, card(x) denotes the number of nonzero elements of
x and λ ≥ 0 is a given tradeoff parameter for adjusting desired sparsity. Since the cardinality penalty
is inherently of combinatorial nature, these problems are in general not solvable in polynomial-time.
In recent years `1 norm penalization as a proxy for penalizing cardinality has attracted a great deal
of attention in machine learning, statistics, engineering and applied mathematics [1], [2], [3], [4].
However the aforementioned types of sparse probability optimization problems are not amenable to
the `1 heuristic since ‖x‖1 = 1Tx = 1 is constant on the probability simplex. Numerous prob-
lems in machine learning, statistics, finance and signal processing fall into this category however to
the authors’ knowledge there is no known general convex optimization strategy for such problems
constrained on the probability simplex. The aim of this paper is to claim that the reciprocal of the
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Figure 1: Probability simplex and the reciprocal of the infinity norm
infinity-norm, i.e., 1maxi xi can be used as a convex heuristic for penalizing cardinality on the prob-
ability simplex and the resulting relaxations can be solved via convex optimization. Figure 1(a) and
1(b) depict the level sets and an example of a sparse probability measure which has maximal infinity
norm. In the following sections we expand our discussion by exploring two specific problems: re-
covering a measure from given moments where f = 0 and C is affine, and convex clustering where
f is a log-likelihood and C = R. For the former case we give a sufficient condition for this convex
relaxation to exactly recover the minimal cardinality solution of p∗. We then present numerical sim-
ulations for the both problems which suggest that the proposed scheme offers a very efficient convex
relaxation for penalizing cardinality on the probability simplex.
2 Optimizing over sparse probability measures
We begin the discussion by first taking an alternative approach to the cardinality penalized optimiza-
tion by directly lower-bounding the original hard problem using the following relation
‖x‖1 =
n∑
i=1
|xi| ≤ card(x)max
i
|xi| ≤ card(x) ‖x‖∞
which is essentially one of the core motivations of using `1 penalty as a proxy for cardinality.
When constrained to the probability simplex, the lower-bound for the cardinality simply becomes
1
maxi xi
≤ card(x). Using this bound on the cardinality, we immediately have a lower-bound on our
original NP-hard problem which we denote by p∗∞:
p∗ ≥ p∗∞ := min
x∈C, 1T x=1, x≥0
f(x) + λ
1
maxi xi
(1)
The function 1maxi xi is concave and hence the above lower-bounding problem is not a convex
optimization problem. However below we show that the above problem can be exactly solved using
convex programming.
Proposition 2.1. The lower-bounding problem defined by p∗∞ can be globally solved using the
following n convex programs in n+ 1 dimensions:
p∗ ≥ p∗∞ = min
i=1,...,n
{
min
x∈C, 1T x=1, x≥0, t≥0
f(x) + t : xi ≥ λ/t
}
. (2)
Note that the constraint xi ≥ λ/t is jointly convex since 1/t is convex in t ∈ R+, and they can be
handled in most of the general purpose convex optimizers, e.g. cvx, using either the positive inverse
function or rotated cone constraints.
Proof.
p∗∞ = min
x∈C, 1T x=1, x≥0
f(x) + min
i
λ
xi
(3)
= min
i
min
x∈C, 1T x=1, x≥0
f(x) +
λ
xi
(4)
= min
i
min
x∈C, 1T x=1, x≥0,t≥0
f(x) + t s.t.
λ
xi
≤ t (5)
The above formulation can be used to efficiently approximate the original cardinality constrained
problem by lower-bounding for arbitrary convex f and C. In the next section we show how to
compute the quality of approximation.
2.1 Computing a bound on the quality of approximation
By the virtue of being a relaxation to the original cardinality problem, we have the following remark-
able property. Let xˆ be an optimal solution to the convex program p∗∞, then we have the following
relation
f(xˆ) + λcard(xˆ) ≥ p∗ ≥ p∗∞ (6)
Since the left-hand side and right-hand side of the above bound are readily available when p∗∞
defined in (2) is solved, we immediately have a bound on the quality of relaxation. More specifically
the relaxation is exact, i.e., we find a solution for the original cardinality penalized problem, if the
following holds:
f(xˆ) + λcard(xˆ) = p∗∞
It should be noted that for general cardinality penalized problems, using `1 heuristic does not yield
such a quality bound, since it is not a lower or upper bound in general. Moreover most of the known
equivalence conditions for `1 heuristics such as Restricted Isometry Property and variants are NP-
hard to check. Therefore a remarkable property of the proposed scheme is that it comes with a
simple computable bound on the quality of approximation.
3 Recovering a Sparse Measure
Suppose that µ is a discrete probability measure and we would like to know the sparsest measure
satisfying some arbitrary moment constraints:
p∗ = min
µ
card(µ) : Eµ[Xi] = bi, i = 1, . . . ,m
where Xi’s are random variables and Eµ denotes expectation with respect to the measure µ. One
motivation for the above problem is the fact that it upper-bounds the minimum entropy power prob-
lem:
p∗ ≥ min
µ
expH(µ) : Eµ[Xi] = bi, i = 1, . . . ,m
where H(µ) := −∑i µi logµi is the Shannon entropy. Both of the above problems are non-convex
and in general very hard to solve.
When viewed as a finite dimensional optimization problem the minimum cardinality problem can
be cast as a linear sparse recovery problem:
p∗ = min
1T x=1, x≥0
card(x) : Ax = b (7)
As noted previously, applying the `1 heuristic doesn’t work and it does not even yield a unique
solution when the problem is underdetermined since it simply solves a feasibility problem:
p∗1 = min
1T x=1, x≥0
‖x‖1 : Ax = b (8)
= min
1T x=1, x≥0
1 : Ax = b (9)
and recovers the true minimum cardinality solution if and only if the set 1Tx = 1, x ≥ 0, Ax = b is
a singleton. This condition may hold in some cases, i.e. when the first 2k−1 moments are available,
i.e., A is a Vandermonde matrix where k = card(x) [6]. However in general this set is a polyhedron
containing dense vectors. Below we show how the proposed scheme applies to this problem.
Using general form in (2), the proposed relaxation is given by the following,
(p∗)−1 ≤ (p∗∞)−1 = max
i=1,...,n
{
max
1T x=1, x≥0
xi : Ax = b
}
. (10)
which can be solved very efficiently by solving n linear programs in n variables. The total complex-
ity is at most O(n4) using a primal-dual LP solver.
It’s easy to check that strong duality holds and the dual problems are given by the following:
(p∗∞)
−1 = max
i=1,...,n
{
min
w, λ
wT b+ λ : ATw + λ1 ≥ ei
}
. (11)
where 1 is the all ones vector and ei is all zeros with a one in only i’th coordinate.
3.1 An alternative minimal cardinality selection scheme
When the desired criteria is to find a minimum cardinality probability vector satisfying Ax = b, the
following alternative selection scheme offers a further refinement, by picking the lowest cardinality
solution among the n linear programming solutions. Define
xˆi : = arg max
1T x=1, x≥0
xi : Ax = b (12)
xˆmin : = arg min
i=1,...,n
card(xˆi) (13)
The following theorem gives a sufficient condition for the recovery of a sparse measure using the
above method.
Theorem 3.1. Assume that the solution to p∗ in (7) is unique and given by x∗. If the following
condition holds
min
1T x=1, y≥0, 1T y=1
xi s.t. ASx = AScy > 0
where b = Ax∗ and AS is the submatrix containing columns of A corresponding to non-zero ele-
ments of x∗ and ASc is the submatrix of remaining columns, then the convex linear program
max
1T x=1, x≥0
xi : Ax = b
has a unique solution given by x∗.
Let Conv(a1, . . . , am) denote the convex hull of the m vectors {a1, . . . , am}. The following corol-
lary depicts a geometric condition for recovery.
Corollary 3.2. If Conv(ASc) does not intersect an extreme point of Conv(AS) then xˆmin = x∗,
i.e. we recover the minimum cardinality solution using n linear programs.
Proof Outline:
Consider k’th inner linear program defined in the problem p∗∞. Using the optimality conditions of
the primal-dual linear program pairs in (10) and (11), it can be shown that the existence of a pair
(w, λ) satisfying
ATSw + λ1 = ek (14)
ATScw + λ1 > 0 (15)
implies that the support of solution of the linear program is exactly equal to the support of x∗, and
in particular they have the same cardinality. Since the solution of p∗ is unique and has minimum
cardinality, we conclude that x∗ is indeed the unique solution to the k’th linear program. Applying
Farkas’ lemma and duality theory we arrive at the conditions defined in Theorem 3.1. The corollary
follows by first observing that the condition of Theorem 3.1 is satisfied if Conv(ASc) does not
intersect an extreme point ofConv(AS). Finally observe that if any of the n linear programs recover
the minimal cardinality solution then xˆmin = x∗, since card(xˆmin) ≤ card(xˆk), ∀k.
3.2 Noisy measure recovery
When the data contains noise and inaccuracies, such as the case when using empirical moments
instead of exact moments, we propose the following noise-aware robust version, which follows
from the general recipe given in the first section:
min
i=1,...,n
{
min
1T x=1, x≥0,t≥0
‖Ax− b‖22 + t : xi ≥ λ/t
}
. (16)
where λ ≥ 0 is a penalty parameter for encouraging sparsity. The above problem can be solved
using n second-order cone programs in n+ 1 variables, hence has O(n4) worst case complexity.
The proposed measure recovery algorithms are investigated and compared with a known suboptimal
heuristic in Section 6.
4 Convex Clustering
In this section we base our discussion on the exemplar based convex clustering framework of [8].
Given a set of data points {z1, . . . , zn} of d-dimensional vectors, the task of clustering is to fit a
mixture probability model to maximize the log likelihood function
L :=
1
n
n∑
i=1
log
 k∑
j=1
xjf(zi;mj)

where f(z;m) is an exponential family distribution onZ with parameterm, and x is a k-dimensional
vector on the probability simplex denoting the mixture weights. For the standard multivariate Nor-
mal distribution we have f(zi;mj) = e−β‖zi−mj‖
2
2 for some parameter β > 0. As in [8] we’ll
further assume that the mean parameter mj is one of the examples zi which is unknown a-priori.
This assumption helps to simply the log-likelihood whose data dependence is now only through a
kernel matrix Kij := e−β‖zi−zj‖
2
2 as follows
L =
1
n
n∑
i=1
log
 k∑
j=1
xje
−β‖zi−zj‖22
 (17)
=
1
n
n∑
i=1
log
 k∑
j=1
xjKij
 (18)
Partitioning the data {z1, . . . , zn} into few clusters is equivalent to have a sparse mixture x, i.e.,
each example is assigned to few centers (which are some other examples). Therefore to cluster the
data we propose to approximate the following cardinality penalized problem,
p∗c := max
1T x=1, x≥0
n∑
i=1
log
 k∑
j=1
xjKij
− λcardx (19)
As hinted previously, the above problem can be seen as a lower-bound for the entropy penalized
problem
p∗c ≤ max
1T x=1, x≥0
n∑
i=1
log
 k∑
j=1
xjKij
− λ expH(x) (20)
where H(x) is the Shannon entropy of the mixture probability vector.
Applying our convexification strategy, we arrive at another upper-bound which can be computed via
convex optimization
p∗c ≤ p∗∞ := max
1T x=1, x≥0
n∑
i=1
log
 k∑
j=1
xjKij
− λ
maxi xi
(21)
We investigate the above approach in a numerical example in Section 6 and compare with the well-
known soft k-means algorithm.
5 Algorithms
5.1 Exponentiated Gradient
Exponentiated gradient [7] is a proximal algorithm to optimize over the probability simplex which
employs the Kullback-Leibler divergence D(x, y) =
∑
i xi log
xi
yi
between two probability distri-
butions. For minimizing a convex function ψ the exponentiated gradient updates are given by the
following:
xk+1 = argmin
x
ψ(xk) +∇ψ(xk)T (x− xk) + 1
α
D(x, xk)
When applied to the general form of 2 it yields the following updates to solve the i’th problem of
p∗∞
xk+1i = r
k
i x
k
i /
∑
j
rkj x
k
j

where the weights ri are exponentiated gradients:
rki = exp
(
α(∇if(xk)− λ/x2i )
)
We also note that the above updates can be done in parallel for the n convex programs, and they are
guaranteed to converge to the optimum.
6 Numerical Results
6.1 Recovering a Measure from Gaussian Measurements
Here we show that the proposed recovery scheme is able to recover a sparse measure exactly with
overwhelming probability, when the matrix A ∈ Rm×n is chosen from the independent Gaussian
ensemble, i.e, Ai,j ∼ N (0, 1) i.i.d.
As an alternative method we consider a commonly employed simple heuristic to optimize over
a probability measure which first drops the constraint 1Tx = 1 and solves the corresponding `1
penalized problem. And finally rescales the optimal x such that 1Tx = 1. In the worst case, this
procedure recovers the true solution whenever minimizing `1-norm recovers the solution, i.e., when
there is only one feasible vector satistfying Ax = b and x ≥ 0, 1Tx = 1. This is clearly a
suboptimal approach and we will refer it as the rescaling heuristic. We set n = 50 and randomly
pick a probability vector x∗ which is k sparse, let b = Ax∗ be m noiseless measurements, then
check the probability of recovery, i.e. xˆ = x∗ where xˆ is the solution to,
max
i=1,...,n
{
max
1T x=1, x≥0
xi : Ax = b
}
. (22)
Figure 2(a) shows the probability of exact recovery as a function ofm, the number of measurements,
in 100 independent realizations of A for the proposed LP formulation and the rescaling heuristic.
As it can be seen in Figure 2(a), the proposed method recovers the correct measure with probability
almost 1 when m ≥ 5. Quite interestingly the rescaling heuristic doesn’t succeed to recover the true
measure with high probability even for a cardinality 2 vector.
We then add normal distributed noise with standard deviation 0.1 on the observations and solve,
min
i=1,...,n
{
min
1T x=1, x≥0,t≥0
‖Ax− b‖22 + t : xi ≥ λ/t
}
. (23)
We compare the above approach by the corresponding rescaling heuristic, which first solves a non-
negative Lasso,
min
x≥0
‖Ax− b‖22 + λ ‖x‖1 (24)
then rescales x such that 1Tx = 1. For each realization of A and measurement noise we run both
methods using a primal-dual interior point solver for 30 equally spaced values of λ ∈ [0, 10] and
record the minimum error ‖xˆ− x∗‖1. The average error over 100 realizations are shown in Figure
2(b). Is it can be seen in the figure the proposed scheme clearly outperforms the rescaling heuristic
since it can utilize the fact that x is on the probability simplex, without trivializing it’s complexity
regularizer.
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Figure 2: A comparison of the exact recovery probability in the noiseless setting (top) and estimation
error in the noisy setting (bottom) of the proposed approach and the rescaled `1 heuristic
6.2 Convex Clustering
We generate synthetic data using a Gaussian mixture of 10 components with identity covariances
and cluster the data using the proposed method, the resulting clusters given by the mixture density is
presented in Figure 3. The centers of the circles represent the means of the mixture components and
the radii are proportional to the respective mixture weights. We then repeat the clustering procedure
using the well known soft k-means algorithm and present the results in Figure 4.
As it can be seen from the figures the proposed convex relaxation is able to penalize the cardinality
on the mixture probability vector and produce clusters significantly better than soft k-means algo-
rithm. Note that soft k-means is a non-convex procedure whose performance depends heavily on
the initialization. The proposed approach is convex hence insensitive to the initializations. Note that
in [8] the number of clusters are adjusted indirectly by varying the β parameter of the distribution.
In contrast our approach tries to implicitly optimizes the likelihood/cardinality tradeoff by varying
λ. Hence when the number of clusters is unknown, choosing a value of λ is usually easier than
specificying a value of k for the k-means algorithms.
7 Conclusions and Future Directions
We presented a convex cardinality penalization scheme for problems constrained on the probability
simplex. We then derived a sufficient condition for recovering the sparsest probability measure in
an affine space using the proposed method. The geometric interpretation suggests that it holds for a
large class of matrices. An open theoretical question is to analyze the probability of exact recovery
for a normally distributed A. Another interesting direction is to extend the recovery analysis to the
noisy setting and arbitrary functions such as the log-likelihood in the clustering example. There
might also be other problems where proposed approach could be practically useful such as portfolio
optimization, where a sparse convex combination of assets is sought or sparse multiple kernel learn-
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Figure 3: Proposed convex clustering scheme
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Figure 4: Soft k-means algorithm
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